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I. Introduction

A NOVEL tuning methodology for the adaptive augmenting

control (AAC) component of a launch vehicle (LV) flight con-

trol system (FCS) is presented in this Note. AAC has been developed

in the framework of the Space Launch System (SLS) program [1],

which is the upcoming LV under development by NASA.

FCS design for LVs in atmospheric flight is a challenging task

because the vehicle experiences rapidly changing inertial and aeropro-

pulsive characteristics, interaction between low- and high-frequency

dynamics due to the slender shape, inherent aerodynamic instability,

and high aerodynamic loads. Also, control authority is limited to the

gimbal deflection of nonthrottleable engines whose angular range is

constrained to a few degrees.

Classical control systems, such as gain-scheduled proportional–

integral–derivative (PID) controllers complemented by linear bending

filters to suppress control interactionwith vehicle flexibility, are usually

able to meet basic command tracking requirements and satisfy stability

and performance criteria for flight certification. However, effective

design methodologies are demanded for risk reduction with respect to

possible loss of performance due to model uncertainties, off-nominal

flight conditions, and unexpected environmental disturbances. Further-

more, FCS robustness could be further exploited as a means for

reducing the burden of recurrent activities of mission integration and

flight program software finalization, including gain tuning with the

related extensive validation and verification, because payload mass,

target injection orbit, or launch conditions are varied for each launch.

Among several advanced algorithms referenced in the literature, the

AAC has been proposed in order to retain the functionality and proven

record of success of classically designed linear control systems while

consistently and predictably improving their performance and robust-

ness in expanded flight and/or uncertainty parameter envelopes [2,3].
AAC adjusts the action of a baseline PID-type controller (BC) by
means of a forward loop gain multiplicative adaptive law that, basi-
cally, online modulates BC output either to minimize the error with
respect to a reference model or to limit undesirable high-frequency
response in the control path. Specific adaption limits are enforced to
preserve BC stability margins.
A number of papers report on the advantages of AACarchitecture in

SLS FCS with respect to the three design objectives of 1) minimal
adaptation, 2) improved performance, and 3) loss of vehicle (LOV)
prevention [2–4]. AAC stability has been extensively and exhaustively
investigated by a number of techniques [2,5,6], including classical
frequency-domain stability analysis, Lyapunov-based stability analy-
sis, generalized gain margins analysis, time-domain stability margin
assessment, andMonteCarlo simulationswith expanded dispersion. In
this broad assessment perspective, which also leads to some recom-
mendations on AAC parameter tuning, it is apparent that AAC perfor-
mance objectives are met for LVoperations in off-nominal conditions.
In recent times, application of the AAC architecture to the European

Vettore Europeo di Generazione Avanzata (VEGA) LV in the atmos-
pheric flight phase has been investigated, with the main purpose of
improving FCS stability and performance robustness characteristics as
well as to reduce the effort dedicated to the processes of preflight (re)
tuning and validation. In Ref. [7], the adaptive augmentation has been
applied to aBC for pitch and yaw axes designed using the structuredH∞
control technique. Again, the AAC prevents LOVs and improves BC
performance, but the complexity of the adaptive law tuningprocess in the
absence of a specific designmethodology and analysis tools is remarked
on as a drawback of the approach. Opportunities and limitations ofAAC
architecture have been also investigated in Ref. [8], with particular
reference to the topics of tuning and FCS robustness enhancement.
One may conclude that, although extended capabilities of AAC

architecture over flight-certified LV BCs have been demonstrated, a
sound method for quantifying the benefits of the nonlinear adaptive
augmentation is still to be devised. It is also apparent that selection of
appropriate values ofAACparameters, where different elements (that
is, reference model, logistic gain, spectral damper, and leakage) act
concurrently and independently to modulate the multiplicative for-
ward gain [4], is far from trivial. In this respect, suitability of heuristic
trial-and-error tuning procedures is debatable because assessment of
expected improvement of baseline FCS calls for extensive and time-
consuming verification and validation activities, where stability and
performance targets and criteria are not clearly established.
The rationale for the present study stems from recognition that

AACpotentiality can be fully exploited provided that an effective and
reliable tuning procedure is introduced. To this end, a methodology
for AAC parameter tuning is presented where a robust design opti-
mization (RDO) problem [9] is formulated, and the goal is to maxi-
mize a statistical metric that describes FCS performance measured
over a set of representative simulations of LV flight. In more detail,
adaptive lawparameters are tunedwith the aimofminimizing attitude
error and traversal aerodynamic loads. In so doing, the occurrence of
LOVevents may be reduced [2].
In the first approach, the performance index JMC is determined by

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Albeit effective, this procedure is
computationally expensive since each evaluation of JMC requires a
large number of runs, with model parameters suitably scattered. More-
over, JMC is noisy due to the inherent randomness of the MC-based
procedure, which penalizes the efficiency of optimization method. The
second tuning method considers that, in marginal stability conditions,
model-reference error and spectral damper outputs have major impact
on the multiplicative gain variation. Therefore, adaptation law is opti-
mized with respect to two worst-case conditions where, respectively,
the low- and high-frequency gain margins of the open-loop LV model
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used for FCS design are zero as a result of system parameter variations.
The RDO problem is thus formulated as a min-max¶ optimization,
where the goal is to evaluate the AAC gains that maximize the worst-
case performance across the corner cases, when system response is
excited by a steplike wind gust of assigned magnitude.
ThisNote is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the referenceLVmodel,

representative of a medium-size vehicle (liftoff mass of 120,000 kg) of
the same payload class as VEGA, is presented. In Sec. III, the main
elements of a FCS featuring a BC with adaptive augmentation are
recalled. Section IV illustrates the AAC tuning techniques, and Sec. V
presents the main results on the optimally tuned AAC performance.
A section of Conclusions ends the Note.

II. Vehicle Model

A linear time-varyingmodel, the detailed description of which can
be found in Refs. [8,10], is considered for LVanalysis in atmospheric
flight. It accounts for rigid-body pitch-axis rotational and lateral drift
dynamics with respect to vehicle reference trajectory, together with
contributions of first bending mode and nozzle actuation dynamics,
whereas aerodynamic damping and tail-wags-dog (TWD) effects are
neglected. The latter assumptions are coherent with the level of
accuracy of the model and somewhat conservative because TWD
effects, which usually occur at a frequency between the first and
second bending modes, would be slightly stabilizing for the present
LV configuration. Also, aerodynamic damping terms would influ-
ence the stability of elastic mode higher than first, whereas the effects
on the rigidmodes of the controlled LVare negligible [11]. Themodel
represents a symmetric LV configuration where, for the purpose of
attitude control system design, the couplings between pitch and yaw
dynamics are ruled out, and the single rotational degree of freedom
may be associated to either pitch or yaw motion.
The governing equations are written as
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where z and _z are, respectively, the drift and drift rate of the center of
mass along the normal axis of the trajectory frame, θ is the perturbed
pitch angle, q is the generalized coordinate of the first elastic mode, β
is the nozzle angle, and αw � vw∕V is the wind-induced angle of
attack, with V and vw as the flight speed and wind velocity, respec-
tively. Also,m and Iyy are the LVmass and moment of inertia, lα and
lc are the aerodynamic and control moment arms, Tt � Ts � Tc is
the total thrust force made of sustained thrust Ts and control (swiv-
eled) thrust Tc, Nα is the aerodynamic normal force acting on the
center of pressure, and D is the aerodynamic axial force. Finally,

ωBM, ζBM, and ϕ̂TVC are, respectively, the bending mode natural
frequency, damping ratio, and displacement component over gener-
alized mass at the thrust vector control (TVC) location.

According to typical notation for LV dynamic models [12], the
following parameters are defined:
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where A6 and K1 are dubbed, respectively, aerodynamic and control
moment coefficients.
The output vector y � � θINS _θINS zINS _zINS �T is expressed as
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2
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where ϕINS and σINS represent, respectively, bending mode displace-
ment and rotation components at the location of inertial navigation

system.
Nozzle angle β generated by thrust vector control depends on

actuator dynamics and a pure delay τ that accounts for hardware
processing time. In particular, using a second-order Padé approxi-
mation and, being βc the TVC command, gives
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and βĉ � _d� βc. The actuator transfer function is

WTVC�s� �
β

βĉ
� ω2

TVC

s2 � 2ζTVCωTVCs� ω2
TVC

(4)

where ζTVC and ωTVC are the damping ratio and natural frequency,
respectively.
Variations of principal LV parameters (that is,A6,K1, andωBM) as

functions of flight time are shown in Fig. 1 for a representative ascent

trajectory from launch pod through an altitude of 60 km. The model
data at themaximum dynamic pressure (max- �q) condition (t � 72 s)
are reported in Table 1. The LVdataset** is retrieved from appendixA
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Fig. 1 Aerodynamic and control moment coefficients, and bending
mode natural frequency vs flight time.

¶Amin-max problem seeks tominimize themaximumvalue of a number of
decision variables.

**The LV model is freely available on GitHub at https://github.com/
AlessandroZavoli/Rocket-Attitude-Dynamics for FCS performance evalu-
ation and benchmarking.
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of Ref. [11] and chapter 3 of Ref. [13]. A number of simulations were
run to validate themodel, checking consistencywith expected behav-
ior and coherency, including the effects of parameter variations on
stability, with available models of LVs of the same class such as the
VEGA launcher.
The considered profile of wind velocity vw represents a step gust

that slowly decays over time so as to excite the system dynamics
around the max- �q condition in a wide frequency range for the goal of
AAC tuning. It is given by

vw�t� �

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

Va

�
t

ta

�
2

for 0 ≤ t < ta

�Vb − Va�
t − ta
tb − ta

� Va for ta ≤ t ≤ tb

Vbe
�t−tb∕tf−tb� log�0.1∕Vb� for tb < t ≤ tf

(5)

where the coefficients are specified as tf � 100 s, ta � 70 s,

tb � 75 s, Va � 5 m ⋅ s−1, and Vb � −30 m ⋅ s−1.

III. Flight Control System

Typical architecture of a LV control system with the AAC gen-
erating a multiplicative gain for BC output is sketched in Fig. 2.
Details on the elements of the adaptive controller are reported in

Ref. [2]. Major FCS design requirements, to be satisfied in nominal

and dispersed flight conditions, are 1) to stabilize LV attitude, 2) to

maintain the vehicle on the programmed trajectory, 3) to limit the

aerodynamic loads while rejecting external disturbances, and 4) to

use minimal adaption in nominal conditions when control is entirely

managed by the BC. Inwhat follows, the BC design is discussed first,

according to traditional and well-established criteria in LV control;

next, the guidelines adopted so far for AAC tuning are recalled.

A. Baseline Controller

TheBC features two proportional–derivative (PD) components for

attitude and translationalmotion control, plus filters to phase stabilize

and notch the bending modes [11,12]. The controller, fed by the

output vector y, is

KBC�s� � �KPθ
KD_θ

KPz
KD_z �HX�s�HN�s� (6)

where KPθ
, KD_θ

, KPz
, and KD_z

are, respectively, the gains on pitch

and z-axis channels; HX is a second-order nonminimum phase low-

pass filter; and HN is a notch filter.
Pitch-axis control gains are obtained by enforcing classic stability

requirements to the reduced system obtained neglecting lateral

dynamics, TVC, and bending mode dynamics [12]: that is, a 6 dB

gain margin at low frequency and a 30 deg phase margin at high

frequency so as to obtain [14]

KPθ
� 2A6

K1

KD_θ
�

������
A6

p
K1

(7)

Gains for lateral control are to be small in order to guarantee system

stability while limiting maximum drift-rate and z-axis displacement.

Therefore, the values ofKPz
and KDz

at max- �q are specified, respec-

tively, as 1 × 10−3 rad∕m and 4.5 × 10−5 rad∕�m∕s� in order to

obtain maximum values of _z and z of the order of 10 m∕s and

300 m, respectively, without hindering the controller performance

on attitude error.
As reported in Ref. [15], the notch filter is realized by three

cascaded second-order filters centered, respectively, at the nominal

bending mode frequency ωBM and ωBM � 10%. The overall transfer

function is

HN�s� �
s2 � 2ζNωBMs� ω2

BM

s2 � 2ζDωBMs� ω2
BM

⋅
s2 � 2ζNωBMs� ω2

BM

s2 � 2ζDωBMs� ω2
BM

⋅
s2 � 2ζNωBMs� ω2

BM

s2 � 2ζDωBMs� ω2
BM

(8)

where ωBM � 0.9ωBM and ωBM � 1.1ωBM. The values of parame-

ters ζN and ζD, with ζN < ζD, that specify the bandwidth and peak

level of filter attenuation, respectively, are ζN � 0.02 and ζD � 0.1.
Phase stabilization is realized when the phase of elastic dynamics

is near 0 deg (in general, between −180 and 180 deg). To this end a

nonminimum phase, second-order low-pass filter

Table 1 LV model parameters at
t � 72 s (max- �q condition)

Unit Value

m kg 7.38 × 104

lα m 10.39

lc m 9.84

Iyy kg ⋅m2 3.28 × 106

V m∕s 937.70

Alt m 15, 143

Tc N 1.52 × 106

Tt −D N 1.71 × 106

Nα N∕rad 1.07 × 106

A6 1∕s2 3.3818

K1 1∕s2 4.5647

a1 1∕s2 −0.0154
a3 1∕s2 20.6090

a4 1∕s2 −27.2710
ωBM rad∕s 18.9

ζBM —— 0.005

ϕINS —— 0.8

σINS rad∕m 0.178

ϕ̂TVC 1∕kg 4.31 × 10−5

ωTVC rad∕s 70

ζTVC —— 0.7

Fig. 2 Architecture of LV control system with AAC.
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HX�s� �
s2 � 2ζzωzs� ω2

z

s2 � 2ζpωps� ω2
p

(9)

is considered [16]. Pole and zero locations are specified so that they

share the same natural frequency (close toωBM) with ζp > ζz, and the
values ζp � 0.5 and ζz � 0.2 have been selected. Gains and filter

parameters are scheduled versus time over a 10 s time grid, and they

are linearly interpolated throughout the flight.
A Nichols plot of the open-loop response for the LV model at t �

72 s is shown in Fig. 3. The frequency response presents two groups
of stability margins. The first one includes low-frequency margins

(frequency below 8.4 rad∕s) [namely, aerodynamic gain margin

(GM), rigid GM, and rigid phase margin (PM)] that are associated

to the rigid-body (RB) dynamics. The group of high-frequency

margins (frequency above 8.4 rad∕s; that is, flex GM and flex PM)

refer to the bending mode (BM). The hump of the curve between the

critical points confirms the bending mode attenuation and phase

stabilization realized by the filters.

B. Adaptive Augmenting Control Design

Adaptive control [2] regulates the BC output by means of a

multiplicative gain kT � k0 � ka, where k0 > 0 is a design param-

eter and ka > 0 is given by

_ka �
�
kmax − ka

kmax

�
aAACe

2
r − αAACkays − βAAC�kT − 1� (10)

The first term in Eq. (10), called the model-reference error,

increases the gain proportionally to the squared error of a reference

model that approximates the closed-loop dynamics of the vehicle [4],

expressed as er � θINS − θr. Since the reference frame is tangent to

the nominal trajectory, the preceding angle θINS represents the angu-
lar displacement relative to the nominal condition, and θr is zero for
the entire flight.
The limit �kamax

− ka�∕kamax
prevents divergence of adaptive gain

because kamax
is to be equal to the gain margin in nominal conditions

in order to avoid instability.
The spectral damper term reacts to undesired high-frequency

dynamics in the control signal by reducing the adaptive gain. The

input ys is computed as

ys � HLP�s�y2HP (11)

yHP � HHP�s�βc (12)

where HLP and HHP are, respectively, second-order filters that iden-

tify the high-frequency content of βc and quantify the average

spectral power of the input given by

HHP�
s2�2ωHP

z s�ωHP2
z

s2�2ωHP
p s�ωHP2

p

HLP�K
s2�2ωLP

z s�ωLP2
z

s2�2ωLP
p s�ωLP2

p

(13)

where K � 0.0032, and the other parameters are expressed in terms

of the cutoff frequencies ωHP
c and ωLP

c as [7,8]

ωHP
p �0.7ωHP

c ωHP
z �10−5∕4ωHP

p ωLP
p �1.6ωLP

c ωLP
z �105∕4ωLP

p

Finally, the leakage term in Eq. (10) forces kT to unity because, as
said, LV control is expected to be fully on charge of BC in nominal
conditions.
The current approach for tuning an The current approach for AAC

tuning consists of setting three main elements [2]: 1) upper and lower
bounds of the adaptive gain kT equal, respectively, to the low- and
high-frequency gainmargins (namely,GMaero andGMrigid) related to

the rigid-body dynamics of the nominal system; 2) cutoff frequency

of the spectral damper filters,ωHP
c andωLP

c ; and 3) gains aAAC, αAAC,
and βAAC. The latter two sets of parameters are specified by relying on
time-consuming trial-and-error procedures [2,7].
As a final comment on AAC, an evolved formulation of the

adaptive gain law is discussed in Ref. [4], which is written as

_kT � phi�kT�aAACe2r − plo�kT�αAACys − βAAC�kT − 1� (14)

where phi and plo are saturation functions that do not require specific
tuning. It is apparent the two AAC algorithms [Eqs. (10) and (14)]
share the same structure so that the proposed approach to optimal
tuning, devised for the basic form of the adaptive law, can be also
applied to its modified version.

IV. Optimal AAC Tuning

The tuning methodologies are based on the metrics J1 � kΔθk∞
and J2 � kHHPΔθk1 that measure FCS performance in a (single)
time-domain simulation with respect to maximum angular displace-
ment and unwanted oscillatory behavior, respectively, over the con-
sidered flight phase.

A. RDO/MC Approach

In the first approach, a problem dubbed RDO/MC is formulated as
follows. Let c be a randomly generated realization of a scattered
subset of LV coefficients, according to a prescribed uncertainty

distribution. The vector x � �aAAC; αAAC; βAAC;ωHP
c ;ωLP

c �T of tun-
ing parameters is determined that minimizes a combined merit index
JMC based on the worst performance, in terms of J1 and J2, across a
set C of realizations c ∈ C that, in fact, is a Monte Carlo simulation
campaign. The optimization problem is written as

min
x
JMC�x� � min

x

n
max
c∈C

J�c�1 �max
c∈C

J�c�2

o
(15)

where, following a few tests, it turns out that kCk � 100 can provide a
consistent statistic evaluation of JMC.
A genetic algorithm (GA) [17] is used for solving the RDO/MC

problem. GAs are well-known population-based derivative-free
metaheuristic techniques inspired by natural evolution that have been
successfully applied to a wide range of real-world problems of sig-
nificant complexity. The GA performs a global optimization and,
thanks to its stochastic selection and mutation operators, has greater
chances to evade local optima than greedy methods. Although pop-
ulation-based methods usually result in an order of magnitude lower
convergence rate than deterministic optimization algorithms, adop-
tion of the GA for problem (15) is motivated by the fact that the
objective function JMC is nondifferentiable and intrinsically noisy
because it is the result of a number ofMonteCarlo simulations. In this
respect, the GA peculiarity of replacing most (if not all) of the
population at each generation dramatically improves the success over
other metaheuristic algorithms [17]. To enhance the GA convergence
properties, an appropriate combination of the fundamental genetic
operators is adopted, that is, K-random tourney selection, simulated

Fig. 3 Nichols chart of LV model open-loop response at t � 72 s.
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binary crossover with probability pc � 0.9, and adaptive uniform

mutation with probability pm � 0.05. Algorithm performance is

further improved by using elitism to ensure monotonic improvement

in the best solution at any generation, as well as a partial restart

mechanism that activates whenever the population diversity is low, in

order to avoid premature stagnation of the population to a suboptimal

solution. Further details on the GA optimization can be found

in Ref. [18].

B. RDO/Min-Max Approach

The second tuning method should address the major issues experi-

enced in the application of RDO/MC (that is, high computational cost

and noisy objective function JMC due to the quality of the approximate

randomness generated byMC simulations), exploiting actual practices

in AAC application to LVattitude control systems. According to prior

investigations [8], a suitable tuning of spectral damper can be achieved

by selecting the cutoff frequencies as functions of the rigid-body GM

frequency ωGM rigid: that is, ω
HP
c � ωGMrigid and ωLP

c � ωHP
c ∕2. The

other gains aAAC, αAAC, and βAAC define the relative weight of the

model-reference error, spectral damper, and leakage terms, respec-

tively. Since the leakage is usually well behaved, provided that a

sufficiently small value of βAAC is selected in the range �0.05; 0.3�,
βAAC � 0.25 is hereafter assumed.
In facts, the design problem consists of tuning the remaining

parameters ~x � �αAAC; aAAC� and, to this end, Ref. [8] shows that

two limiting cases, due to parameter variations or off-nominal oper-

ations, may cause high values of either the reference model error or

the spectral damper output.More precisely, when the systemoperates

with a nearly zero low-frequency rigid-bodyGM(aerodynamicGM),

the large reference model error (and related term) provides the incre-

ment of total adaptive gain kT necessary to recover the stability

margin. Conversely, whenever the high-frequency rigid-body GM

(rigid GM) gets close to zero, kT is reduced by the spectral damper

action to, again, preserve system stability.
Therefore, a set of realizations C⋆ � fcA−GM; cR−GMg is specified

with reference to the aforementioned situations; that is, cA−GM is

defined by increasing A6 and decreasingK1 by the same amount until

the aerodynamic GM approximates zero, whereas cR−GM is obtained

by reducing the elastic mode frequency ωBM until the rigid GM

becomes negligible while keeping A6 and K1 at their nominal values.

The design goal is thus to optimize FCS performance with respect to

the most demanding (in term of control action) of the two limit

conditions, once a steplike wind gust [Eq. (5)] is assigned as disturb-

ance. As a result, the RDO/min-max optimization problem is formu-

lated as

min
~x
J� ~x� � min

~x

n
max
c∈C⋆

J�c�1 �max
c∈C⋆

J�c�2

o
(16)

that can be regarded as a scaled-down form of problem (15), where

only two simulations per objective function evaluation are needed and,

as anadvantage, the objective functionJ iswell behavedwith respect to
the MC-based function JMC.
The RDO/min-max problem is tackled by the Nelder–Mead sim-

plex method [19] (a local derivative-free optimization technique) so

as improve convergence by limiting numerical errors in the finite

difference evaluation of J derivatives. Provided that a reasonable

initial guess is given, convergence is about one order of magnitude

faster than a population-based global optimization algorithm. Global

optimality of the solution can be pursued by repeatedly performing a

random-start (or multiple-start) initialization procedure.
It is worth mentioning that, although (as said) a deterministic wind

disturbance is applied to each simulation run, the technique could be

easily extended to incorporate other limiting conditions that may be

pertinent to a specific LVand/or accommodate realistic wind profiles

if appropriate: for instance, introducing real in-flight wind measure-

ments from previous missions.

V. Discussion

Table 2 shows the AAC tuning parameters evaluated according to
the two procedures. As for the bounds on kT , the values k0 � GMaero

and kamax
� GMrigid − k0 are set, where the smallmargins in themax-

�q condition (critical for stability) are taken into consideration. It is
apparent that the optimal solutions present minor differences, as

expected to some extent. The point is that the RDO/min-max method
is significantly more efficient from a computational point of view.
In particular, the solution is determined in about 15min using an Intel

Core i7-9700KCPU at 3.60 GHzwith eight physical cores in spite of
the fact that Nelder–Mead is a serial algorithm, whereas the RDO/
MCapproach takes roughly 16 h on the same hardwarewhile running

a fully parallel algorithm. In this respect, it is worth remarking that the
deterministic Nelder–Mead simplex method can be effectively used
for the RDO/min-max optimization in place of the stochastic GA
because of the minor complexity of the problem and the smoother

cost function.
As for RDO/MC, a minor tweaking of GA hyperparameters is

required in order to improve convergence and, notably, suitable values
of the population size NP and number of generations NG are to be
selected. After a few tests showing that large values of the aforemen-

tioned parameters significantly increase computational time without
improving quality of solution, NP and NG were set to 64 and 100,
respectively.
Performance assessment for the FCS is carried out through exten-

sive sets of simulations in the time domain that consider the LV flight

from liftoff to the first stage separation for a wide scattering range of
model parameters, as shown in Table 3. Stochastic disturbances are
generated by a Dryden wind model, specialized according to NASA
guidelines [20] as recalled in Ref. [21]; conditions of severe turbu-

lence are considered in all simulations.
Tuning approaches are robust against the wind profiles used in

the optimization process. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4, where the
envelopes of the structural load �qα computed from MC campaigns
of 1000 simulations are shown for the FCS using the AAC tuned

with two different wind profiles: that is, the step gust in Eq. (5) and a
randomly generatedwind based on the Drydenmodel [20] (Fig. 4a).
It is apparent in Fig. 4b that the wind profile used for tuning (the
RDO/min-max method is adopted) has no effect on AAC perfor-

mance because the two envelopes are indistinguishable. Similar
results are obtained with different wind profiles, provided that a
smooth and reasonably large variation of vw near the max- �q con-

dition is specified.
Figure 5 shows the L2 norm of the attitude error Δθ, drift z and

drift rate _z, and structural load �qα together with the overall control
effort (i.e., kβk1) as computed for the AAC using the two tuning
solutions. The norms are averaged over 1000 simulations (model

Table 2 AAC optimally tuned parameters

Tuning method k0 kamax
aAAC αAAC βAAC ωHP

c ωLP
c

RDO/min-max 0.50 1.50 3,192.00 22,806.00 0.25 8.00 4.00
RDO/MC 0.50 1.50 3,856.00 43,277.00 0.17 8.77 1.67

Table 3 Scattering ranges for
Monte Carlo simulations

Parameter Scattering range, %

A6 �30

K1 �30

a1 �10

a3 �10

a4 �10

ωBM �30
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parameters are scattered according to Table 3) and normalized with

respect to the same metrics computed for the LV controlled by the

BC without augmentation. The results for the two formulations of

the minimization problem are, in fact, indistinguishable, as was

expected given the close values of optimal AAC gains. Control

system performance is improved by AAC in terms of �qα (−13%)

and attitude error (−8%) while keeping the same performance levels

as BCs on z-axis drift rate and displacement.

Further insight in the outcome of AAC optimal tuning is pro-

vided in Table 4, where the effects of the adaptive law are shown in

terms of L∞ norms of Δθ, z, _z, and �qα, which are averaged over

the MC runs. It is apparent that, even in terms of worst performance,
�qα and the attitude error are reduced, whereas _z and (to an even
lesser extent) z are only slightly affected by the adaptive law. The
latter is due to the fact that the adaptive gain kT depends on z-drift
only indirectly, through the system dynamics.
It is worth observing that AAC performance assessment by

averaging the aforementioned metrics over a large number of cases
(many of which are easily managed by the BC) does not properly
represent the results and benefits of AAC action. In this respect,
Fig. 6 shows the envelope of �qα together with the corresponding

safety limit [10] over a Monte Carlo campaign based on 1000
simulation runs, where model parameters are scattered as in Table 3
and a single wind profile is considered in all runs. Controller
performances are compared for the LV featuring BC (Fig. 6a) and

the BC with augmentation: that is, RDO/min-max and RDO/MC
tunings in Figs. 6b and 6c, respectively. It is apparent in the figures,
where the time histories of �qα for nominal values of the parameters
are also reported as bold continuous lines, that the two method-
ologies for optimal tuning provide similar results. Considering that

simulations where �qα exceeds the thresholdmay end up with a LOV
event (that is, a mission failure), the benefit of the AAC on mission
success rate is now clearly visible because RDO/min-max tuning
prevents 270 out of 295 situations where the safety limit is violated

that would have occurred without augmentation. Note that such a
large number of cases with �qα above threshold is due to the
combined effects of an extended scattering range and a tight safety
envelope.
As said, adaptive algorithms developed for the SLS have evolved

and been consolidated over time. In this respect, the suitability of the
proposed tuning approaches for the AAC formulation [4] is inves-

tigated through the application of the RDO/min-max approach to
determine the gains aACC and αACC in Eq. (14). Figure 7 shows the
structural load vs time for the same MC campaign reported in Fig. 6
(parameter scattering of Table 3 and single wind profile). The FCS

performance obtained with the advanced law [Eq. (14)] is compa-
rable to that provided by the algorithm [Eq. (10)] considered in
this study.
A closer and final view of simulation outcome shows that AAC

can successfully deal with scattering of rigid-body parameters as
large as 30%, whereas relevant variations of bending mode fre-
quency are more troublesome (mostly when the frequency de-

creases), particularly when the spectral damper is not properly
tuned. In those circumstances, the AAC may occasionally degrade
BC performance, and even lead the system to instability, as gain
stabilization can hardly manage large offsets from nominal of

elastic mode characteristics.

Table 4 Average L∞ norm of performance parameters
from Monte Carlo simulations

Controller kΔθk∞, deg kzk∞, m k_zk∞, m∕s
kQαk∞,
kPa∕ deg

BC 4.45 136.33 13.26 13.41

BC� AAC
(RDO/MC)

4.04 136.13 12.58 11.73

BC� AAC
(RDO/min-max)

4.05 136.48 12.62 11.79

Fig. 4 Effect of wind profile on AAC tuning.

Fig. 5 Normalized performance metrics over a Monte Carlo campaign
based on 1000 simulations.
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VI. Conclusions

In this Note, two novel and effective tuning methodologies for an

adaptive augmenting control system, realized to consistently improve

performance and robustness of a standard launch vehicle single–axis

attitude controller in atmospheric flight, have been presented. As amajor
advantage, the issues andburdenof themanual trial-and-error procedures

currently adopted for the design of the adaption law can be reduced.
The first approach, which involves the solution of a robust design

optimization (RDO) problem where the objective function (JMC)

evaluation requires the computational effort of a Monte Carlo (MC)

campaign, prevents convergence to local minima, and is robust with

respect to initial estimates of tuning parameters and unsmooth JMC.
The optimization problem can be implemented with minor difficulties

using a standard genetic solver. On the other hand, the RDO/min-max

method provides the samequality of results, beingmuch faster and less

computationally demanding, because the performance metrics are

determined in a few suitably selected, corner cases. The tuning proce-

dures provide similar adaptive laws that improve the BC performance

in terms of attitude error and angle-of-attack limitation, preventing up

to 94% of events that could determine a loss-of-vehicle situation in the

current tests. To augment robustness to variations of elastic mode
parameters, the AAC architecture should probably be integrated with

adaptive notch-filters to provide phase-stabilization for at least the first

bending mode.
As a final comment, AAC can be an effective and reliable tool for

enhancing flight control system robustness with respect to para-

metric uncertainties and, possibly, a mean for limiting the costs of

Fig. 7 Application of RDO/min-max tuning procedure to evolved AAC

[Eq. (14)]: �qα envelope and safety limit vs time; model parameters
scattered as in Table 3, single wind profile; bold continuous line indicates
no scattering.

Fig. 6 �qα envelope and safety limit vs time: model parameters scattered as in Table 3, single wind profile; bold continuous lines indicate no

scattering.
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mission integration activities; in this respect, adoption of a system-
atic tuningmethodology might positively impact on time and work-
load dedicated to flight program software finalization for different
LV missions.
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